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Quantum Zeno effect in a probed down-conversion process
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The distortion of a spontaneous down-conversion process caused by an auxiliary mode coupled to the idler
wave is analyzed. In general, a strong coupling with the auxiliary mode tends to hinder the down-conversion
in a nonlinear medium. On the other hand, provided that the evolution is disturbed by the presence of a phase
mismatch, the coupling may increase the speed of down-conversion. These effects are interpreted as being
manifestations of quantum Zeno and anti-Zeno effects, respectively, and they are understood by using the
dressed mode picture of the device. The possibility of using the coupling as a nontrivial phase-matching
technique is pointed out.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In quantum optics a down-conversion process may be
sualized as the decay of a pump photon into a pair of sig
and idler photons of lower frequency. Provided the pump
remains undepleted and phase matching takes place, th
ergy of the spontaneously down-converted light monoto
cally increases and that of the pump beam monotonic
decreases. From this point of view the down-conversion p
cess may be looked at as a decay process of an uns
system. It is well known that frequent monitoring of a qua
tum system leads to inhibition of its evolution. This pheno
enon is called the quantum Zeno effect@1,2#. Recently, a
thought experiment has been suggested@3#, in which it is
possible to determine the place where the conversion of
pump photon took place inside a nonlinear crystal. The i
goes as follows. The nonlinear crystal is transversely
into N pieces, which are then carefully aligned so that
signal and pump photons leaving, say, thekth slice becomes
the input signal and pump photons to the (k11)th slice of
the crystal. The idler photons, on the other hand, are
moved after each slice, thus allowing for a future measu
ment to be performed on them. If, for example, an id
detector placed into the path of the idler mode after thekth
slice clicks, it is then obvious that the decay of a pum
photon took place somewhere inside thekth slice. By in-
creasing the number of slices, the actual position of the
ation of the signal and idler photons becomes more certai
has been shown in@3#, in accordance with the Misra
Sudarshan theorem@2#, that the probability of emission o
the down-converted pair decreases with increasingN and for
very large number of crystal slices~continuous observation!
the decay of the pump photon never occurs. It has also b
shown @4,5# that provided the phase-matching condition
not fulfilled in the process of down-conversion, the obser
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tion may, on the contrary,enhancethe emission for a prop-
erly chosenN ~anti-Zeno or inverse Zeno effect!. This Zeno/
anti-Zeno interplay has a simple explanation in terms of
structive and constructive interference of subsequent em
sions inside the nonlinear crystal@3–5#. Here we shall dem-
onstrate that a Zeno-like behavior occurs also when, inst
of cutting the crystal, we couple one of the down-conver
beams with an auxiliary mode. Although, strictly speakin
such a linear coupling cannot be interpreted as being
realization of a measurement according to the tenets of
Neumann, the dynamics of the nonlinear coupler mim
very well the Zeno behavior of the arrangement in@3#. It is
worth noting, in this context, that the idea of consideri
continuous interaction with an external agent as a sort
‘‘steady gaze’’ at the system goes back to Kraus@6# and has
recently been revived in relation with the quantum Zeno
fect @7#. Schulman@8#, in particular, has even provided
quantitative relation between the Zeno effect produced
pulsed measurements~in the sense of@2#! and continuous
observation~in the sense discussed above! performed by an
external system.

The paper is organized as follows. In the second sectio
theoretical model of the nonlinear coupler is introduced.
the third section the Zeno-like behavior of the nonlinear co
pler is demonstrated. In the fourth section the dressed m
picture of the device under investigation is developed an
formal analogy between a phase mismatch and the coup
of the down-conversion process to an auxiliary mode is
plored. Finally, the observed Zeno and anti-Zeno effects
thoroughly discussed in the fifth section, by using the res
obtained.

II. MODEL

Consider a nonlinear coupler made up of two waveguid
through which four modes, pumpp, signal s, idler i, and
auxiliary modeb, propagate in the same direction~see Fig.
1!. The nonlinear waveguide is filled with a second-ord
nonlinear medium in which ultraviolet pump photons a
down converted to signal and idler photons of lower fr
©2000 The American Physical Society04-1
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quency. In addition, the idler mode is allowed to exchan
energy, e.g., by means of evanescent waves, with the a
iary modeb propagating through a linear medium. In th
following we will assume that all four modes are monoch
matic and their frequencies are fixed, e.g., by placing nar
interference filters in front of the detectors. Provided the a
plitudes of the fields inside the coupler vary little during
optical period~slowly varying envelope approximation!, and
provided the linear coupling is sufficiently weak so that
can be described by coupled mode theory~Born approxima-
tion! @9#, the effective Hamiltonian of our device reads (\
5c1)

H5vpap
†ap1vsas

†as1v iai
†ai1vbb†b

1~Gapas
†ai

†eiDt1kai
†b1H.c.!. ~1!

Here va is the frequency of modea, D5(kp2ks2k i)z is
the nonlinear phase mismatch,G andk are the nonlinear and
linear coupling constants, respectively, and the propaga
variable z has been replaced by the evolution parametet.
Usually, k is proportional to the overlap between the idl
and auxiliary modes@9#, whereas the nonlinear coupling co
stantG is proportional to the second-order nonlinear susc
tibility x (2) @10#. It is convenient to split the Hamiltonian~1!
into free and interaction parts,

H5H01HI . ~2!

In order to get rid of the free evolution in the Heisenbe
equations of motion,

ȧ52 i @a,H01HI #, ~3!

wherea is the annihilation operator of a particular mode, w
introduce the new field operators

aa85eivataa ~a5p,s,i !, ~4!

and analogously forb. Substituting these new variables t
gether with the Hamiltonian~2! into Eq.~3!, we arrive at the
equations of motion

ȧ852 i @a8,HI8#, ~5!

where

HI85Gap8as8
†ai8

†eiDte2 i (vp2vs2v i )t1kai8
†b8ei (v i2vb)t1H.c.

~6!

Because the Hamiltonian~1! contains products of three op
erators, the equations of motion~3! and ~5! are nonlinear.
The nonlinearity accounts mainly for saturation effects a
must be taken into account whenever the pump beam

FIG. 1. Outline of the nonlinear coupler.
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comes depleted~e.g., medium in a cavity!. On the other
hand, if the pumping is sufficiently strong and if the nonli
ear interaction is weak so that only a small fraction of t
pump photons is removed from the input beam, we can s
plify our problem by describing the strong pump wave
classical terms, i.e., we letap5jexp(ivpt), wherej andvp
denote the complex amplitude and the frequency of the c
sical pump wave, respectively. With the help of the stro
pump wave approximation, the interaction Hamiltonian
our problem, Eq.~6!, is simplified as follows:

HI5Gas
†ai

†eiDt1kai
†b1H.c., ~7!

where we assumed that the frequency-matching condit
hold: vp2vs2v i50 and vb5v i . The amplitudej has
been absorbed in the coupling constantG and all operators
are written without primes, for simplicity. The dynamics
the nonlinear coupler~7! reduces to the dynamics of th
phase-matched spontaneous down-conversion process
vided thatk5D50 and the initial state is taken asuC0&
5uvac&s^ uvac& i . As we already mentioned in the Introduc
tion, the average number of signal and idler photons or
nating in the crystal of lengthL,

^as,i
† as,i&vac5sinh2 GL ~k5D50!, ~8!

is then an~exponentially! increasing function ofL. We stress
that the model exhibits an essentially irreversible behav
there is an exponential energy production. Formally, from
mathematical viewpoint, this is due to the unboundednes
the Hamiltonian~6! and ~7! from below, whenk50 ~actu-
ally, whenk,G). Physically, the model is sensible as lon
as the pumping is strong enough and the classical appr
mation is valid for the pump wave.

III. LINEAR COUPLING TURNED ON

The behavior of the down-conversion process dram
cally changes when one of the two down-converted mo
~e.g., the idler mode! is coupled to an auxiliary mode via
linear interaction. The Hamiltonian~7! yields, whenD50
~phase matching!,

ȧs52 iGai
† ,

ȧi52 iGas
†2 ikb ~D50!, ~9!

ḃ52 ikai ,

and we are interested in the regime of weak nonlinear
expressed by the conditionk.G. Notice that two opposite
tendencies compete in Eqs.~9!: an elliptic structure, leading
to oscillatory behavior, governed by the coupling parame
k,

äi52k2ai , b̈52k2b, ~10!

and a hyperbolic structure, yielding exponential behav
governed by the nonlinear parameterG,
4-2
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äs5G2as , äi5G2ai . ~11!

The threshold between these two regimes occurs forG5k.
The system of equations~9! is easily solved and the num

ber of output signal photons, which is the same as the n
ber of pump photons decayed, reads

^as
†as&vac5

G2

x2
sin2xL1

k2G2

x4
~12cosxL !2, ~12!

wherex5Ak22G2. Hereafter, the symbol^ . . . &vac denotes
averaging with respect to the initial vacuum stateuC0&
5uvac&s^ uvac& i ^ uvac&b @11#. Unlike the case of phase
matched down conversion~8!, the exchange of energy be
tween all modes now becomes periodic whenk.G. As the
linear coupling becomes stronger, the period of the osc
tions gets shorter and the amplitude of the oscillations
creases ask22, namely,

^as
†as&vac;

G2

k2
sin2kL1

G2

k2
~12coskL !25

4G2

k2
sin2

kL

2

~k@G!. ~13!

For very strong coupling@12# the down-conversion proces
is completely frozen, the medium becomes effectively line
and the pump photons propagate through it without ‘‘d
cay.’’ Notice that in this situation, even ifL is increased, the
number of down-converted photons is bounded@compare
with the opposite case, Eq.~8!#. This can be interpreted as
manifestation of the quantum Zeno effect in the followi
sense: by increasing the coupling with the auxiliary mo
one performs a better ‘‘observation’’ of the idler mode a
therefore of the ‘‘decay’’ of the pump. The hindering of th
evolution results. There is an intuitive explanation of th
behavior: since the linear coupling changes the phases o
amplitudes of the interacting modes, the constructive in
ference yielding exponential increase of the converted
ergy ~8! is destroyed, and down conversion becomes froz
We shall come back to this point and corroborate this in
tive picture in the next section.

The proposed interpretation in terms of the quantum Z
effect is readily understandable and rather appealing. On
other hand, one should remark that since only the ou
fields are accessible to measurement in the experime
setup in Fig. 1, no relevant information is readily availab
about the place where the signal and idler photon are cre
@13#. In this sense, no bona fide measurement is being
formed on the fields. The situation would be different if w
provided the auxiliary waveguide with some photodetect
device like an array of highly efficient photodetectors. F
sufficiently strong linear coupling, the decay product~the
idler photon! would enter the auxiliary mode soon aft
emission, it could then be detected by a pixel of the pho
detection array, and we could thereafter infer the place wh
the emission had taken place. As there is no such detec
device present in the setup in question, thecoherentsuper-
position of the two possibilities ‘‘the idler photon is in th
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idler mode’’ and ‘‘the idler photon is in the auxiliary mode
is maintained through the evolution and no decomposition
the wave function occurs. Nevertheless, it is still possi
~and useful! to speak about the quantum Zeno effect in t
more general sense given above. A discussion of this poin
given in @14# in connection with the experiment performe
by Itanoet al. @15#.

IV. DRESSED MODES

We now look for the modes dressed by the interactionk.
This will provide an alternative interpretation and a mo
rigorous explanation of the result obtained above. Let us
agonalize the Hamiltonian~1! with respect to the linear cou
pling. By settingv i5vb andk real, it is easy to see that in
terms of the dressed modes

c5~ai1b!/A2,
~14!

d5~ai2b!/A2,

the Hamiltonian~1! reads

H5vpap
†ap1vsas

†as1vcc
†c1vdd†d1

G

A2
apas

†c†eiDt

1
G

A2
apas

†d†eiDt1H.c., ~15!

where the dressed energies are

vc5v i1k, ~16!

vd5v i2k.

If D50, in the strong pump limit, by following the proce
dure of Sec. II, instead of Eq.~7!, we get the following
interaction Hamiltonian:

HI5
G

A2
as

†c†eikt1
G

A2
as

†d†e2 ikt1H.c. ~D50!,

~17!

where we assumed as before that the frequency-matc
conditions holds:vp2vs2v i50. By comparing the Hamil-
tonian ~17! with the Hamiltonian~7! whenk50,

HI5Gas
†ai

†eiDt1H.c. ~k50!, ~18!

describing down-conversion with phase mismatchD, it is
apparent that the coupling and the phase mismatch influe
the down-conversion process in the same way. In fact,
large values of the phase mismatchD it is easy to find that

^as
†as&vac;

4G2

D2
sin2

DL

2
~D@G!, ~19!

which is to be compared with Eq.~13!. The coupling of the
idler modeai with the auxiliary modeb yields two dressed
modesc and d to which the pump photon can decay. The
4-3
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are completely decoupled and due to their energy shift~16!
exhibit a phase mismatch6k. Since the phase mismatc
effectively shortens the time during which a fixed phase
lation holds between the interacting beams, the amoun
converted energy is smaller than in the ideal case of perfe
phase-matched interaction. This explains the results of
III. A strong linear coupling then makes the subsequ
emissions of converted photons interfere destructively
the nonlinear interaction is frozen. In this respect the dis
bances caused by the coupling and by frequently repe
measurements are similar and we can interpret the phen
enon as a quantum Zeno effect.

V. COMPETITION BETWEEN THE COUPLING
AND THE MISMATCH

In the previous section we saw that the nonlinear inter
tion was affected by both linear coupling and phase m
match in the same way, namely, the effectiveness of the n
linear process was reduced under their action. In this sec
we show that when both disturbing elements are presen
the dynamics of the down-conversion process, the linear c
pling can, rather surprisingly, compensate for the phase m
match and vice versa, so that the probability of emission
the signal and idler photons can almost return back to
undisturbed value.

We start from the equations of motion generated by
full interaction Hamiltonian~7!,

ȧs52 iGai
†eiDt,

ȧi52 iGas
†eiDt2 ikb ~DÞ0,kÞ0!, ~20!

ḃ52 ikai .

Although it is easy to write down the explicit solution of th
system~20!, we shall here provide only a qualitative discu
sion of the solution. The main features are then best dem
strated with the help of a few figures. Eliminating idler a
auxiliary mode variables from Eq.~20!, we get a differential
equation of the third order for the annihilation operator of t
signal mode. Its characteristic polynomial@upon the substi-
tution as(t)5as(0)exp(ilt)#

l312Dl21~D22k21G2!l1DG2, kÞ0, ~21!

is recognized as a cubic polynomial inl with real coeffi-
cients. An oscillatory behavior of the signal mode occu
only provided the polynomial~21! has three real roots
~causus irreducibilis!, i.e., its determinantD must obey the
condition D,0. Expanding the determinant in the sma
nonlinear coupling parameterG and keeping terms up to th
second order inG we obtain

D52
k2

27
@~k22D2!22~5D213k2!G2#, G!D,k.

~22!

It is seen that a mismatched down conversion behave
either an oscillatory or a hyperbolic way, depending on
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strength of the coupling with the auxiliary mode. The valu
of k lying at the boundary between these two types of d
namics are determined by solving the equationD50. The
only two nontrivial solutions are

k1,25AD21 3
2 G26A8DG. ~23!

The caseD@G is of main interest in this section~otherwise
we have the situation already described in Sec. III!. Hence
we can, eventually, dropG2 in Eq. ~23!. The resulting inter-
vals are

kPH ^D2A2G,D1A2G&, hyperbolic behavior

^0,D2A2G&ø~D1A2G,`! oscillatory behavior.
~24!

The behavior of the mismatched down-conversion proc
is shown in Fig. 2 for a particular choice ofD. In the absence
of linear coupling the down-converted light shows oscil
tions and the overall effectiveness of the nonlinear proces
small due to the presence of phase mismatchD. However, as
we switch on the coupling between the idler and auxilia
modes, the situation changes. On increasing the strengt
the coupling the period of the oscillations gets longer and
amplitude gets larger. Whenk becomes larger thanD
2A2G the oscillations are no longer seen and the inten
of the signal beam starts to grow monotonically. We can
that in this regime the initial nonlinear mismatch has be
compensated by the coupling.

The interplay between nonlinear mismatch and linear c
pling is illustrated in Fig. 3. A significant production of sig
nal photons is a clear manifestation of an anti-Zeno effect
correspondence with the observations in@4,5#, such an anti-
Zeno effect occurs only provided a substantial phase m
match is introduced in the process of down conversion. I
worthwhile to compare the interesting behavior seen in F

FIG. 2. Mean number of output signal photons^ns& behind the
nonlinear medium as a function of interaction lengthL and strength
k of linear coupling. The nonlinear mismatch and nonlinear co
pling parameter areD55 andG50.5, respectively; all quantities
are in arbitrary units.
4-4
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3 with the Zeno and anti-Zeno effects observed in a sli
nonlinear crystal~Fig. 1 in @5#!. It can be seen that the cou
pling parameterk here plays a role similar to the number
slices N into which the crystal is cut in the latter schem
Moreover, the sharpness of the ‘‘observation’’ (k or N) at
which a maximum output intensity occurs is approximatel
linear function of the introduced phase mismatch in b
schemes. There are, however, also some points of differe
For example, the maximum output intensity obtainable fo
given D by slicing the crystal decreases with increasi
phase mismatchD @5#. On the other hand, no matter ho
strong the mismatch is, it can always be removed with
help of a suitable linear coupling~and vice versa!. This dif-
ference is due to the 1/N scaling of the intensities of outpu
light generated by a process under observation@3–5#. An
analogous factor is missing here, in Eq.~12!.

Several intuitive explanations of the anti-Zeno-like beha
ior seen in Fig. 3 are at hand. From the point of view
constructive and destructive interference, one can say
since the linear coupling effectively changes the phase r
tions among interacting modes, the destructive interfere
of subsequent pump photon decays caused by phase
match is suppressed in the same way as the constru
interference has been suppressed in the case of a perf
matched interaction.

Figure 3 can also be interpreted in analogy with t
dressed state description of interaction of atoms with inte
light @16#. In terms of the dressed modesc andd of Eq. ~14!,
if DÞ0, in place of the Hamiltonian~17! one gets

HI5
G

A2
as

†c†ei (D1k)t1
G

A2
as

†d†ei (D2k)t1H.c., ~25!

which yields the equations of motion

ȧs52 i
G

A2
c†ei (D1k)t2 i

G

A2
d†ei (D2k)t,

FIG. 3. Interplay between linear coupling and phase misma
The mean number of output signal photons^ns& leaving the nonlin-
ear medium of lengthL51.5 is shown vs strengthk of linear cou-
pling and nonlinear mismatchD. The nonlinear coupling paramete
is fixed atG50.5. All quantities are in arbitrary units.
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ċ52 i
G

A2
as

†ei (D1k)t,

~26!

ḋ52 i
G

A2
as

†ei (D2k)t.

The energy scheme implied by Eq.~26! is shown in Fig. 4.
Under the influence of the coupling with the auxiliary mo
b the mismatched down conversion splits into two dres
energy-shifted interactions. It is apparent that whenk5
6D one of the two interactions becomes resonant. The o
one is ‘‘counter-rotating’’ and acquires a phase misma
2D, yielding oscillations. Also, the amplitude of such osc
lations decreases asD22 and the mode output becomes ne
ligible compared to the other interaction. The use of the
tating wave approximation in Eq.~26! is fully justified in this
case and the system is easily solved. The output signal in
sity reads

^as
†as&vac5sinh2S G

A2
L D ~k56D! ~D@1/L !

~27!

@compare with Eq.~8!#. The linear coupling to an auxiliary
mode compensates for the phase mismatch up to a chan
the effective nonlinear coupling strengthG→G/A2.

As a matter of fact, the conditionk56D can be inter-
preted also as a condition for achieving the so-called qu
phase-matching in the nonlinear process. A quasi-pha
matched regime of generation@17# is usually forced by
creating an artificial lattice inside a nonlinear medium, e
by periodic modulation of the nonlinear coupling coefficien
Periodic change of sign ofG ~rectangular modulation! yields
the effective coupling strengthG→2G/p @17#, where, as be-
fore, G is the coupling strength of the phase-matched int
action. Thus the continuous ‘‘observation’’ of the idler mod
even gives a slightly better enhancement of the decay
than the most common quasi-phase-matching technique

To summarize, the statement ‘‘the down-conversion p
cess is mismatched’’ means that the nonlinear process is
of resonance in the sense that the momentum of the de
products~signal and idler photons! differs from the momen-
tum carried by the pump photon before the decay took pla
When the linear interaction is switched on the system g
dressed and the energy spectrum changes. A careful ad
ment of the coupling strengthk makes it then possible to

h.

FIG. 4. Energy scheme of a mismatched down-conversion p
cess subject to linear coupling. The bottom solid lines denot
resonant process.
4-5
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tune the nonlinear interaction back to resonance. In this w
the probability of pump photon decay can be greatly
hanced. This occurs whenk.6D and explains why the
anti-Zeno effect takes place along the linek5D in Fig. 3.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article a down-conversion process disturbed by
presence of a linear coupling between the idler and so
auxiliary mode has been discussed. Although, strictly spe
ing, such a coupling is not a measurement in von Neuman
sense, we found a striking similarity between the dynam
of our system and the dynamics of the down-conversion p
cesses taking place in a sliced nonlinear crystal, wher
Zeno interpretation is feasible and appealing.

In some sense, the Zeno effect is a consequence o
new dynamical features introduced by the coupling with
external agent that~through its interaction! ‘‘looks closely’’
.
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at the system. When this interaction can be effectively
scribed as a projection operator in the sense of von N
mann, we obtain the usual formulation of the quantum Ze
effect in the limit of very frequent measurements. In gene
the description in terms of projection operators may not
ply, but the dynamics can be modified in a way that
strongly reminiscent of the Zeno effect. Examples of the ty
analyzed in this paper call for a broader definition of t
‘‘quantum Zeno effect.’’
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